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Introduction and Purpose

Questions that need to be answered quantitatively:

1.  Could rising water temperatures affect methane hydrates?

2.  What controls the fate of the methane?

3.  How much hydrate carbon could reach the atmosphere? At what 
rate?

4.  Should we worry about rapid release and rapid feedbacks?



•  Hydrates store huge amounts of methane
•  Huge deposits in permafrost and in the oceans 

(oceans >> permafrost)

•  Potential energy resource
•  DOE Methane Hydrates Program
•  High-saturation oceanic & permafrost hydrates can 

be produced with current technology
•  Oil companies are interested
•  Sophisticated reservoir models have been developed

•  “Consensus value” (10KGt) developed in the 90’s 
(Gornitz & Fung, Kvenvolden)

•  Recent studies suggest higher and lower values are 
possible

•  Sandler (2005): 74,000 Gt (74,000,000 Tg)
•  Archer, Milkov, Wallmann: <5,000 Gt (5,000,000 Tg)

•  Huge potential climate forcing, if unstable under 
warming conditions (in Gt (1,000 Tg) quantities)
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•  “Clathrate Gun” Hypothesis and related disaster scenarios
•  The quality varies 
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•  Most hydrate is deep and low-saturation
•  Continental margins are the key
•  Evidence is hard to find 
•  Are we seeing anything now?

Global Organic Carbon Distribution +  
Gas Hydrates

Region of 
methane 
venting



Oceanic Gas Hydrates: Dissociation

Climate change alters ocean 
temperature (and geothermal 

gradient) 

Decreases hydrate 
stability region 

Methane release to 
ocean by hydrate 

dissociation 

What happens between 
(1) and (2)?
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Oceanic Gas Hydrates: Dissociation
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(1) H2O
(2) CH4
(3) Hydrate
(4) Salt
(5) Inhibitor
(6) Heat

Components Phases 

(1) Aqueous
H2O, CH4, salt, I

(2) Gas
CH4, H2O, I

(3) Solid-Hydrate
CH4.NmH2O 

(4) Solid-Ice
H2O

30+ possible phase 
combinations 

Real P-T relationships 

The Numerical Model

TOUGH+HYDRATE code (Moridis et al., 2005; 2008; 2012): 
• A complete 3D subsurface simulator for non-isothermal hydrate dissociation/
formation, CH4 flow & transport, and phase behavior in porous media systems

• Child of codes used for hydrology, YMP, geothermal, carbon sequestration
• Validated for commercial hydrate gas production from permafrost deposits and 
lab experiments (extremely complex thermodynamics)



1D Hydrate Stability/Dissociation

z = -360 m

z = 0 mTS ,PS

T0

TB ,PB

AqH

Aqu

• 1D sediment column (from thermal, chemical, hydrostatic 
equilibrium)

• Assume hydrate exists within the stability zone
• No free gas: only look at gas generated from hydrates
• Sparse biogenic hydrate ~1%-3 %vol (up to 1%-9% found in 
nature)

• Expose to 1oC to 5 oC warming over 100 yr 

• Multiple kinds of hydrates tested:
Deep ocean1,2 - 1000 m, Ts = 4 oC – stable (no release)
GoM1,2 - 570 m, Ts = 6 oC - unstable
Arctic shelf1,2 - 320 m, Ts ~ 0.4 oC - unstable
Arctic shelf - 390 m, Ts ~ 0.0 oC – unstable

• Rising sea levels don’t make much of a difference

1Reagan, M.T. and G.J. Moridis, Oceanic gas hydrate instability and dissociation under climate change 
scenarios, Geophys. Res. Lett., 34, L22709, doi: 10.1029/2007GL031671, 2007.

2Reagan, M.T. and G.J. Moridis, The dynamic response of oceanic hydrate deposits to ocean temperature 
change, J. Geophys. Res. Oceans, 113, C12023, doi:10.1029/2008JC004938, 2008. 



1D Hydrate Stability/Dissociation

∆T = +3 oC, 320m
•  Thick hydrate layer

•  Dissociates from top
•  Sharp T front

•  1/3 of the deposit 
remains at t = 100 yr

•  Dissociation 
continues with no 
further warming

•  Remaining hydrate 
dissociates by t = 
250-300 yr (with no 
further change in T)



1D Hydrate Stability/Dissociation

• Peak methane fluxes: 40 g/yr/m2 (GoM), 176 g/yr/m2 (Arctic)
• Spread globally: 560-2140 Tg/yr CH4 (0.5 – 2 Gt) released into the ocean (Lamarque, GRL, 

2008)

Arctic, 320 m

GoM, 570 m

Arctic, 320 m

GoM, 570 m



2-D Hydrate Dissociation Model

• Methane plumes reported west of Svalbard 
at the upper limit of a receding GHSZ4

• Measured warming, partly due to ocean 
current shifts (end of the Gulf Stream!)

• Plumes seem to be moving downslope

• Could shallow hydrates alone produce such 
plumes?

• How much methane could be released on 
short timescales?

from NOAA/IBCAO (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/)

Region of 
methane venting

4. Westbrook, G.K., et al., Escape of methane gas from the seabed along the 
West Spitsbergen continental margin Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L15608, doi: 
10.1029/2009GL039191, 2009.



2-D Hydrate Dissociation Model 

• 2-D system represented by a 300 x 1000 x 1 = 300,000 element mesh, fine discretization
• 5% grade (20:1), capturing seafloor depths from 300m to 550 m

• Equilibrated to thermal, chemical, hydrostatic equilibrium; uniform hydrate (3%) within the 
hydrate stability zone

• Use parallel TOUGH+HYDRATE (pT+H) to solve fully coupled system as seafloor 
temperature increases, reflects various past and future warming scenarios5

5Reagan, M.T. et al., “Contributions of Oceanic Gas Hydrate Dissociation to the Formation of Arctic Ocean Methane Plumes,” 
J. Geophys. Res. Oceans, 116, C09014, 2011.



2-D Hydrate Model: Rapid Change

• A linear change of 3oC/
100 yr imposed for 100 
yr, then T held constant

• By 100 yr, dissociation 
proceeds >1000 m 
downslope

• By 200 yr, dissociation 
has moved ~2,000 m 
downslope

• Some hydrate reforms 
along the bottom of the 
GHSZ



2-D Hydrate Model: Rapid Change 

Subsurface plume

• A linear change of 3oC/
100 yr imposed for 100 
yr, then T held constant

• A “plume” of high gas 
saturation forms at 
upper limit of 
dissociating hydrates

• Plume focused by the 
remaining hydrate layer

• Plume reaches seafloor 
and again moves 
downslope within the 
sediments 



2-D Hydrate Model: Rapid Change 

• Record localized fluxes along the seafloor boundary during system evolution
• Gas fluxes are mol/yr CH4 per m2 of seafloor at position x 

• Localization and movement of maximum CH4 release agrees with observations



2-D Hydrate Model: Rapid Change 

Net instantaneous
Methane flux per slice 
of slope

Cumulative 
methane release 
per slice of slope

Results are per m of slope width

Over 30km of active slope, that’s 0.4 Tg from just one patch 



Integration: Basin-Scale Assessments

z = -400 m

z = 0 mTS ,PS

T0

TB ,PB

AqH

AqG

Integrate 1-D columns across Arctic bathymetry!
• Noted that transport is almost entirely vertical in the 2-D system
• Use real depths, T, conditions
• Okhotsk: Ts = 0 oC - 2 oC
• Arctic: Ts = 0.5 oC - 1 oC

• Apply different possible changes
• ΔT = 1, 3, 5, 7 oC/100 yr, or ΔT = f(z)
• 100 yr warming, then Ts = constant

• Simulate CH4 release vs. t at each location
• Fluxes will be a function of depth, Ts, ΔT
• Perform the release simulations on 40-min grid, 25 m depth increments
• Integrate total methane release/flux over bathymetry
• Estimate basin-scale CH4 emission



Integration: Arctic Ocean



Integration: Arctic Ocean

Cumulative release (VCH4) vs. depth

• Instability confined to a narrow band near the top of the GHSZ
• Up to 6,400 – 9,000 Tg CH4 at t = 100 yr



Integration: Arctic Ocean

Depth contours, 
coloring suggesting 
areas of potential 

destabilization (reds) 
vs. low-flux areas 

(blues)6

6Reagan, M.T. et al., “Constraints on the Extent of Gas Hydrate Dissociation in Response to Climate Change,” in review for 
Geophysical Res. Lett., 2012.



Integration: Arctic Ocean

Regions realistically 
capable of 
generating 

gas plumes

6Reagan, M.T. et al., “Constraints on the Extent of Gas Hydrate Dissociation in Response to Climate Change,” in review for 
Geophysical Res. Lett., 2012.



Integration: Sea of Okhotsk

Depth contours, coloring suggesting areas of potential 
destabilization (reds) vs. low-flux areas (blues)



Integration: Totals

• Scenarios: +5oC, +1oC, warm (1oC - 5oC as f(z)), cold (1oC - 3oC as f(z))
• Short-term: 1,696 – 3,296 Tg CH4 @ 30 yr, 5,120 - 11,520 Tg @ 100 yr (Okhotsk 
included) or about ~ 1 Gt/yr for a few centuries

Cumulative release (V) and net flux (Q), upper and lower limits
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• POP is the CESM ocean model
• Extended to consider methane 

biogeochemistry in the water column5,6

• A background methane cycle creates a 
baseline for methane release calculations6

• Localized methane releases from hydrates 
inserted into POP5 (fully dissolved*)
*Plume physics forthcoming

Coupled Ocean Modeling & Biochemistry

5Elliott, S.M., Maltrud, M., Reagan, M.T., Moridis, G.J., Cameron-Smith, P.J., 
“Geochemistry of Clathrate-Derived Methane in Arctic Ocean Waters,” Geophys. Res. 
Lett., 37, L12607, 2010.

6Elliott, S.M., Maltrud, M., Reagan, M.T., Moridis, G.J., Cameron-Smith, P.J., “Marine 
Methane Cycle Simulations for the Period of Early Global Warming,” J. Geophys. Res. 
Biog., 116, G01010, 2010.
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~60%
Transfer to 
atmosphere!
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Coupled Atmospheric Chemistry
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(a)  Difference in surface CH4 concentration 
relative to control

(b)  Percent Difference in CH4 concentration 
relative to Control

(c)  Difference in surface CH4, zonal mean



(a)  Percent difference in surface ozone 
relative to control

(b)  Percent difference in atmospheric 
ozone (zonal mean)

(c)  Percent difference in surface ozone 
(zonal mean)

Interesting: ozone layer
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Conclusions

•  Shallow hydrates can release significant methane rapidly, but not explosively!

•  The vast majority of deep hydrates are stable, in the short term, but the methane 
release potential is still large

•  Methane is relevant to ocean (and atmospheric!) chemistry, not just as a 
contributor to total atmospheric CO2

•  Limited instability/release can feed biochemical/chemical changes in the ocean 
and atmosphere, before climate effects are considered

•  Resource limitations overturn assumptions about methane oxidation

•  New coupled seafloor-ocean-atmosphere calculations under way (with plume 
physics, extended biochemistry, higher resolution) leading to a coupled global 
model… and better estimates!
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